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Next week's Fantastic Four #25 will be celebrated within two years of the return of Marvel's first family, and Dan Slott's run to the title. He will, As noted in the inquiry, bring on board Dawn X artist R.B. Silva, new forms, and villains, particularly Helmsman, seen here in our exclusive pre-dispatch of a devastating warning shot - against the
current tenants of the Baxter building, Fantastix.Written by Dan SlottArt R.B. Silva, Paco Medina, Will Robson Painted Jesus This question has it all: A new artist! New villains! New uniform! And a new, most important, permanent change of the status quo for the first Marvel family! Who's Helmsman? Is he here to save our reality or destroy
it? Why VICTORIOUS in New York - and what will it mean for HUMAN TORCH? All this and the advent of DOCTOR DOOM! One of the most important characters in the entire cosmos... coming back from the dead! And an important turning point in the history of FANTASTIC FOUR! Thanks to Marvel for the preview, and make sure to pick
up the book - either safely in store, or digitally - next week! The dynamism of the web development market requires the right framework selection. But the question arises which of the newest JavaScript frameworks are the right choice for your next enterprise-level application. With this in mind, we've provided you with a list of the best
JavaScript 2020 frameworks in this article. While we've given you the latest JavaScript platforms, you should consult the best web application development company for further support. But what are the main criteria for choosing the right JavaScript platform to build a business application? This is an issue that comes a lot now facing
business startups and software development agencies. When it comes to the JavaScript framework interface, consider the following aspects - project requirements, browser support, frame performance aspects, and framework extensions. In addition, every web developer must track any new JavaScript platforms to remain sufficiently
updated and talented to secure their place in this competitive world. The best JavaScript Frameworks for BusinessesSo, if you have a startup or small business, here we have given the most popular and trending framework of JS 2020 to choose from. Before we move forward with the details, take a look at Google's latest trend to get ideas
for the best front of the JavaScript framework of 2020.  According to the latest statistics, investing in Node.JS will help bring a huge competitive advantage and excellent results for your business. Currently, there are four clear leaders to choose from from the JS framework. Technologies such as Node.JS, Angular.JS, React.JS and
experienced serious competition and took a large share of the market. Before we dive further, here's a look at the options that are considered when choosing these tools. The popularity of the framework and use in the current market. Performance and Performance Reviews provided by users Increase the use of framework in market
features for the convenience of developers Let's look at the 4 best JavaScript Frameworks to use in 2019.1) How the Technology React.JS overshadows other?60% of websites based on JS made on React. More than 987,721 React-based websites are available online. React JS is an open source JavaScript library that is used to
develop business applications on one page. If you want to provide an enticing app with a high level of user experience, hire web app developers with experience in React.JS.Image source ReactJS is considered a highly sought-after JS framework to create convenient and compelling applications. Developers can also use this structure to
create high-stretched enterprise applications that can work and update data without rebooting the page. To name a few Facebook and Instagram are ReactJS authorized structures. ReactJS provides developers with a reusable component-based structure. Support data that connects to one-way flow management. With a modular
structure, the Application-based application is simple. Support for quick visualization with VIRTUAL DOM development. Front-end with fast and efficient performance.2) How is Angular.JS a progressive JavaScript base for business? AngularJS is a powerful open source structural base for building dynamic web applications, and it is
considered one of the best JavaScript platforms among developers around the world. About 3,685,444 websites worldwide are built into AngularJS. It is the most popular web application platform for an incredible user experience. The Guardian, PayPal, Lego, Netflix, jetBlue and various popular apps are based on the angular
source.Image Structure supports a combination of features such as JavaScript, HTML and CSS. Angular 7 is the latest version of the framework, which includes the following features: A new version of support for Angular.JS content projection on various slots. Support for adding or removing polyfill metadata. Angular 7 CLI helps users
make decisions with CLI Prompts. Frameworks use default package budgets to alert users if the app exceeds 2MB. The main benefits of Angular 7 allow developers to use HTML templates. Support for two-legged data binding, which helps developers write extensive code. Automatic data between the performance components and the
model. Framework supports a built-in addiction injection that helps with development and testing. Easy to set up with MVC and MVW architecture. It's easy to understand and Encoding. The AngularJS framework was originally built for developers and supports creating user interfaces and wiring software components together. It also
supports NativeScript technology to develop native applications. Sharing here the names of web applications using angular.JS framework - Lego, iStock Photos, and The Guardian. READ ALSO: 11 new web development technologies in 20193) Why is Node.JS so popular? Node.JS is an open source system built on Google Chrome's
Javascript Engine, and it's best to create server and network applications. It is also used to create APIs and back-and-services. 43% of site developers use their potential to develop enterprise applications. There has been a 50% increase in the productivity of applications. Nearly 28,000 websites use it now in the US. While Amazon,
LinkIn, Tumbler, eBay and Reddit are the best on the list. Image Source Here are a few more qualities of Node.JS, making it a well-suited choice for business purposes: Key features to watch in 2020: Optimizing data from a variety of sources. It can be used to create a proxy in serversHave monitoring and dashboard system for the
application and system. Have a single-strand model with a series of events. It does not require buffering of data. Contains an NPM package for all the files required for the module. Fast speed due to Google's V8 engine. In addition, the best advantage of site-based applications is that they can work on any operating system such as Mac,
Linux, Microsoft Windows, making it ideal for real-time applications, collaboration and editing. There are top-level firms and agencies that already use the power of Node.js to develop applications. PayPal, Netflix and GoDaddy have just a few names to mention here. Be sure to read: The best ways to use video marketing to increase e-
commerce sales4) Vue.JS to create lightweight business applications This framework uses a lightweight and progressive JavaScript library with advanced Virtual DOM functionality. Vue.JS is the most commonly used structure for business application development. Every year the ratio of its use subsequently increases. Vue received
91.2% as a web application development platform with great user satisfaction. Laravel, 9gag, Behance, Chess, Gitlab, are popular web platforms developed using Vue.js. Image Source Developers can use Vue.JS on selected file components and HTML templates. Vue.JS is an excellent foundation for creating simple and fast applications
with interactive web interfaces. Key features of Vue.JS HTML Patterns Data binding cross-platform solutions, Work effectively easily and quickly compared to other javaScript frames Highly flexible easily integrated with other technologies Advanced and reliable reactivity system Advanced components with reusable codeUsing Vue
platforms, businesses can also create advanced one-page web applications. Teh Teh works automatically during visualization and informs the system about components that need to be re-imaging during state changes. A number of advantages in support of choosing VueJS for web application development, here are a few examples -
Telephone Harbor, Teleo, and Habitica. All these platforms are prolific and have incredible potential. If you want your apps to stand out, hire web app developers who deftly exploit the potential of these platforms. The conclusion you've come to is that the new JavaScript interfaces we've reviewed are the best choice for your next
application development project, for which it's critical to hire experienced Java application developers. The world of software development is constantly evolving, and there will probably be new changes within that date next year. If you're dealing with real-time web application development or you have any issues with the latest JS
platforms, contacting the right java application development company is the best solution for your business needs. Slott, Izaakse Photo courtesy of Sela Shiloni Last weekend, screenwriter Max Landis (Chronicle, American Ultra) shared the first four pages of his Fantastic Four pitch on Twitter. As you know, Landis was the screenwriter of
Chronicles, the debut role of the current director of Fantastic Four Josh Trank. What could Max Landis' film Fantastic Four look like? Lets get an idea after the jump. I didn't like Josh Trank's Fantastic Four but who knows who's really to blame for what it was. Despite the hatred of the entire second half of the film, I can admit that I really
enjoyed the opening 45 minutes with the setting of a team of superheroes as kids. Say what you will about the public persona of Landis (his not for everyone) but the guy is a talented young writer. The first four pages of the Max Landis Fantastic Four script are very different, and probably even more compelling than what we see in the
new film. The script begins with Reed Richards, Johnny Storm, Ben Grimm and Sue Storm avoiding an FBI RAID by a SWAT team, launching into outer space in a rocket ship built with the bones of a 1968 Corvair Ultra Van. It all functions like a huge cold open, but who knows where it goes. We probably never will as I don't think Landis
will be sharing more of this script anytime soon. But you can read it for yourself. Max Landis posted the following first four pages of the script by Max Landis Fantastic Four on Twitter: Now you might be surprised yourself when Max Landis wrote the Fantastic Four movie? The answer is: we're not quite sure. We know that when Josh Trank
was announced to lead the Fantastic Four in 2012, rumble that his Chronicle-writer has gone in step with his version of the marvel superhero reboot team. But the crash seemed unreasonable. Landis says the script is scripted four years ago, that would tie the date to the end of 2011, when Fox was just beginning to realize that The
Chronicle could be a hit. Or it could be something Landis has written for fun, as he suggests in this Twitter response: @jimandthem yes, not really. It's just something I wrote for fun. Maybe it sucks? I'm not saying I could do better, plus I love FF. - Max Landis (@Uptomyknees) August 10, 2015 Anyway, Landis first discussed if he should
publish his work: I want to share things from my FF pitch from centuries ago, but I'm worried at the moment it's in bad taste. - Max Landis (@Uptomyknees) August 8, 2015 And he further explained to himself in response to my today: @slashfilm I am a writer and I get the primary pleasure in my life from what I wrote to read. It's a vice,
maybe? I do not know. - Max Landis (@Uptomyknees) August 10, 2015 What do you think about the first four pages of Max Landis' script Fantastic Four? Leave your thoughts in the comments below. Cool Messages from around the Internet: Internet: order of adjectives rules pdf. rules guiding order of adjectives
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